Hero Rising (Secret Guardians Book 1)

Josiah Reign is a lover and a fighter. Hes
also the leader of a group of warrior
vampires. During a time of relative peace
for the vampires, Josiah goes on a crusade
to help the Tandra (humans) overcome the
evil that surrounds them. Josiahs alter ego
rises up to take him on a stunning odyssey
as a modern-day superhero who protects
the Tandra. As Hero Rising opens, Josiah,
itching for some excitement, decides to
visit his good friend, Tommy (the
werewolf). Thats when a whole new world
of opportunity opens up. He performs
heroic deeds and discovers this is what he
has been missing, what he desires, and
what he must doto save the Tandra from
evil shall be his purpose for the next six
years. But, as Josiah discovers, human
problems were never so dangerous, nor so
compelling When a great friend falls into
desperate trouble, Josiah is asked to head to
New York City to try the save the day.
Josiah isnt through yet, not until he rights
wrongs and restores order to the Tandra.
Luckily, hes got the power of the worlds
most evolved vampire at his fingertips
**Acclaim for the novels of H.T. Night**
Thrills and adventure take a different, and
fun, turn in the first Vampire Superhero
novel about the lost years of Josiah Reign,
when he became a superhero to save the
humans from their own destruction.
Unexpectedly, he and his faithful bro and
sidekick, Tommy the werewolf, go on a
journey of the heart, as well as miles, and
risk all to save a good friend. The dialogue
is funny and touching and the adventures
of Josiah Reign as a flying superhero are
fresh, fast-paced, and original. Five stars!
Eve Paludan, author of Witchy Business
and Burning H.T. Night is a riveting
storyteller, capturing the essence of the
vampire genre. April M. Reign, author of
I.O.U. and Dividing Destiny
The
Werewolf Whisperer is a wonderful story
that incorporates friendship and love with a
lot of great vampire action. Summer Lee,
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author of Angel Heart A hip and timely
vampire novel filled with real characters
and some of the coolest vampires since The
Lost Boys! Youre going to love Nights
completely
original
take
on
the
supernatural. J.R. Rain, author of Moon
Dance and The Body Departed Bad Blood
is fast, hilarious and sexy. Rain, Nicholson
and Night just might have created the
coolest vampire since Kiefer Sutherland.
The Mount Shasta setting is dreamy. The
cult is deliciously creepy. And Spider is as
sexy as they come. I was pressing the
ereaders forward button so fast that I broke
it. Lets hope we hear more from Spider.
H.P. Mallory, bestselling author of Fire
Burn and Cauldron Bubble and To Kill a
Warlock
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